
VoiceTrak
The most comprehensive source
of local ad spending data

Detailed reporting on competitive spending in
every U.S. market across every local medium.

Unparalleled Coverage

VMS’ local media coverage is unmatched by any
other advertising monitoring service. In addition to
all 210 major U.S. markets, VMS’ VoiceTrak service
surveys over 9,000 local media outlets, including
1,200+ television stations, 350+ cable systems and
interconnects, 5,000+ radio stations, 1,500+ local
newspapers and business journals, and 100+ local
magazines. VMS also provides uniquely detailed
ethnic market coverage and reporting capabilities
with full coverage of the Hispanic media.

Unsurpassed Depth

In addition to the most recent spending data, the
VMS VoiceTrak database provides nearly 20 years of
historical advertising data. VMS can help you generate
expenditure reports using any combination of variables —
including timeframes, competitors and media — as
well as provide detailed analytics that make historical
trends and patterns easy to evaluate. All of which
enable you to analyze and view data from any
perspective — giving you the data you need to
support critical investment and media mix decisions.

Customized Reporting

VMS can monitor and report on any market, sub-
market, or combination of markets, letting you view
and analyze your competitive environments from any
perspective — so you can spot trends, combat threats
and create opportunity. You can even integrate data
you have gathered from external sources. VMS’
experienced specialists can compile any data into
one cohesive, actionable report and deliver it to you
with the speed and accuracy your business demands.

VMS' VoiceTrak Report provides a unique view of competitive spending in all 210 U.S. DMAs. VoiceTrak offers spending
intelligence across every local medium, which can help fill gaps in local market data provided by nationally syndicated
sources.

The VoiceTrak Report was developed to give advertisers a better view of local competitive conditions through an exhaustive
survey of every significant media vehicle in every local market. While syndicated monitoring sources may cover a relative
handful of media vehicles in major markets, VoiceTrak surveys can cover hundreds. Even in the smallest DMAs, VMS provides
coverage of 6 local media types, while syndicated data providers track only television expenditures.
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VoiceTrak Benefits
• Critical intelligence on competitive spending in

all of your markets

• Access to local market data not covered by
broader measurements

• Integration of local and national data

• Improved resource allocation

• More accurate measures of campaign
effectiveness

• Accurate assessment of your competitive
postion and share of voice in every market
where you do business

VoiceTrak Features
• Historical spending data in key categories from

1995 to present

• Hispanic Spending Reports — In many markets
Hispanic spending is substantial; VMS can
provide separate tracking and reporting of
spending in Hispanic media as part of our broader
spending studies or as a stand-alone service

• Coverage of local media not covered by   
competitors

• Television, radio, newspaper, cable, outdoor  
and magazine in every market

VoiceTrak
The most comprehensive source
of local ad spending data

Detailed reporting on competitive spending in
every U.S. market across every local medium.


